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ASCD MISSION STATEMENT
ASCD, a diverse, international community of
educators, forging covenants in teaching and
learning for the success of all learners.
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FOREWORD

I

t was in 1977, while I was a struggling principal in search for
some information to share with my faculty about a pending
curriculum change at the district level, that I first encountered
ASCD. A neighboring principal shared a copy of Educational
Leadership. I don’t remember the content of that article, but I do
remember the look in my colleague’s eyes and excitement in her
voice as she spoke of how she waited expectantly each month for
the next copy of the journal. She also described the ASCD Annual
Conference she had attended the previous spring and how,
through ASCD, she had begun networking with fellow educators.
She ended by inviting me to attend the next ASCD state affiliate meeting. I did, and connected with other principals, teachers,
professors and superintendents. The energy to support each other
and create opportunity for all children to learn was addicting. I
joined ASCD—to me, the most important professional educational association in the world.
I don’t know that those who gave birth to ASCD in 1943
could have imagined the organization as it exists today. However,
it’s certain that the founders’ commitment to democratic principles, their dedication to quality teaching and learning, and their
recognition of the importance of the people involved in these
endeavors were all the right ingredients to anchor the Association’s start up. Those three commitments have become the nonnegotiable standards driving ASCD’s growth, mission, and success.
From the Association’s very beginning, membership was open
to all educators intent on improving teaching and learning. One’s
position, job title, and years of service did not matter at ASCD,
and they do not matter still; everyone within ASCD is valued and
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has a voice. Over the years, these voices has grown stronger and
stronger, even as membership has grown to more than 150,000.
This is further evidence of ASCD’s deep commitment to both
influence and equity in the field of education
In our world today, children are born free, but not wise. The
purpose of education is to make free children wise. Yet, despite
decades of educational policy reforms, large populations in our
schools continue to underperform. Addressing the disparities in
learning between children is a passionate pursuit of ASCD. It is
not only the voices of educators that ASCD stands for, but also
the voices of children who have had their dreams deferred
through no fault of their own. At ASCD, the work to rectify this
inequality goes on.
So as you read through the pages of this book, which serves
as a follow up to the 1986 publication ASCD in Retrospect and
outlines the recent history and stories of the Association, keep in
mind that ASCD is not just about the world-class publications,
products, and services; it’s about the people who chose to belong
and support the organization’s mission, values, and work. From
between the lines, you will begin to detect what I have come to
call that invisible difference of ASCD. It is rooted in the respect,
passion, commitment, and friendship found when high-energy,
knowledgeable people gather around a set of clear goals for all our
children.
There is no better work than helping all children achieve their
dreams.
RAYMOND MCNULTY
ASCD PRESIDENT, 2003–04
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1

COMMITMENT TO
DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES
ASCD is a laboratory for democratic educational leadership and professional behavior. The evolution of
ASCD as an organization reveals ingenuity, capacity,
and willingness to reinvent its structure. In doing so,
ASCD has continued to provide opportunities to influence and, in the process, to learn leadership competencies and professional behavior that have improved
performance in many other venues.
GERALD R. FIRTH
ASCD PRESIDENT, 1986–87

F

rom its inception in 1943, ASCD has demonstrated a commitment to democratic principles, a focus on teaching and
learning, and a recognition of the intrinsic worth of each
individual. These commitments, which helped to define the Association in its early days, have continued to guide ASCD’s programs and services over the past 20 years.
DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES AT WORK
WITHIN THE ASSOCIATION
ASCD President Delmo Della-Dora (1975–76) articulated the democratic principles that ASCD has pursued throughout its existence:
◆

Governance should be open and accessible.
◆ Governance composition should reflect the diversity of its
constituency.
◆ Degree of participation in decision making should be
related to the degree that a person is likely to be affected by
this decision.
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◆

Decisions should be reached through “informed debate”
and dialogue.
◆ Democratic institutions need to conduct regular, ongoing,
and rigorous self-evaluation of how their practices reflect
what they “preach” about democratic principles.
◆ Democratic principles thrive in a soil of social justice and
equity.
◆ All people have an inherent right to participate in the decisions that affect them.
Echoes of Della-Dora’s statements are evident in ASCD’s Governance Principles, adopted by the Governance Transition Committee in 1998:
◆

By collaborative, we mean individuals working together
toward common goals in relationships that are mutually
empowering, respectful, and responsive.
◆ By communicative, we mean providing multiple avenues for
individuals to provide input into and receive information on
issues and decisions.
◆ By democratic, we mean self-governance through representative involvement, sharing rights and responsibilities. Democratic governance is participatory and includes diverse voices.
◆ By effective, we mean efficient and responsible governance
that exemplifies wise stewardship of ASCD’s resources. Effective governance is accountable and trustworthy.
◆ By ethical, we mean reflecting integrity by operating from
standards of conduct that support ASCD’s beliefs and mission.
◆ By flexible, we mean the capacity to anticipate and adapt to
change.
◆ By inclusive, we mean providing opportunities for all to
engage meaningfully in ASCD. Inclusive governance recognizes and values differences in individuals and cultures.
◆ By learning-centered, we mean continuous improvement
through proactive practice and reflection. Learning-centered
governance recognizes the primacy of children in ASCD’s programs, products, and services.
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◆

By representative, we mean that action is taken on behalf of
ASCD, through the involvement of the diverse voices within
our community.

These principles are borne out in practice. Since 1984, ASCD
has expanded the opportunities for member involvement in
Association operations, increased membership activities, and
stepped up member outreach. Each year, many active ASCD
members accept invitations to serve on Association committees
or task forces and agree to stand as nominees for elected office.
For example, ASCD relies on an appointed, 12-person Nominations Committee to create a balanced, diverse slate of qualified
candidates for the annual election of Association officers. The key
to both governance and committee selection is active participation in the ASCD community, and ASCD continues to value the
grassroots involvement and contributions of its international
membership.
ASCD RESTRUCTURES WITH
21ST CENTURY CONSTITUTION
In October 2000, ASCD members voted overwhelmingly to
restructure the Association’s governance to better support the
Association as a future-focused leader in the 21st century. This
redesigned structure, the result of several years of deliberation
throughout the organization, was built on the principles that (1)
healthy organizations provide purposefully for self-renewal, (2)
organizational culture is a major factor in shaping individual attitudes and behaviors, and (3) shared values and common goals
shape and change the culture of healthy organizations.
The resulting constitutional revisions streamlined ASCD’s
governance structure and positioned governance for greater influence by creating better support for key dialogue, deliberation, and
decision making; by allowing for more rapid response to fastchanging situations and opportunities; by providing greater continuity and expanded organizational memory; and by enhancing
ASCD’s involvement in influence activities.
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The three-year process of implementing the constitutional
changes began in 2000. ASCD’s new governance structure, fully
operational as of March 2003, includes a Board of Directors modeled after the boards of other successful, future-oriented organizations. Although the new Board retained many of the functions
of the ASCD Executive Council it replaced (e.g., fiduciary oversight responsibilities), it also assumed responsibility for annual
budget approval and for responding to the recommendations of
the other new governance structure, the ASCD Leadership Council. Under the revised governance structure, the Leadership Council acquired a stronger, year-round role in defining and
responding to issues and advocacy and took on some responsibility for monitoring ASCD’s Strategic Plan. The role of ASCD’s
Review Council remained essentially unchanged under the new
governance structure.
ASCD’S COMMITMENT TO DEMOCRATIC
PRINCIPLES IN SCHOOLS
Throughout the years, ASCD has demonstrated its commitment
to democratic principles by championing their expression
within the education profession and in the classroom. ASCD
continues to believe in participatory decision making as an
expression of the individual’s right to determine his or her own
future; freedom of religion and appropriate religious expression
in public schools; the practice of ethical professional conduct;
and the development of civic virtues, morals, and personal values. Since 1984, the Association has manifested this belief in and
commitment to democratic principles through a number of collaborative activities. Examples of this commitment include the
First Amendment Schools project, collaboration regarding the
civic mission of schools and the role of religion in public
schools, the work of ASCD’s Panel on Moral Education, the
development of the Character Education Partnership (CEP), and
the emphasis on service learning as an engaging and active democratic pedagogy.
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EDUCATING FOR FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILIT Y
In March 2001, ASCD and the Freedom Forum launched a joint,
multiyear initiative called the First Amendment Schools project.
Designed to transform how U.S. schools model and teach the
rights and responsibilities that frame civic life in a democracy, the
project initially focused on providing grants to 11 schools
throughout the United States. The First Amendment Schools project has since emerged as a national resource for all schools (K–12,
public and private) that are interested in affirming First Amendment principles and putting these principles into action in their
school communities.
In addition to the First Amendment Schools project, ASCD
also contributed to the development of The Civic Mission of Education, a report that made recommendations for civic education
goals, published in 2003 by the Carnegie Corporation and the
Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement (CIRCLE).
ADDRESSING THE ROLE OF RELIGION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ASCD’s work to define the civic, constitutional, and educational
frameworks for the treatment of religion in the curriculum and
classroom began in the 1970s and 1980s, when U.S. Supreme Court
decisions limited prayer and Bible reading in the public schools.
In 1986, responding to the controversy and intent on finding
common ground among the factions, ASCD commissioned a
panel to study how religion should be addressed in the curriculum. The resulting report, Religion in the Curriculum (1986), championed respect for religious diversity and emphasized the need for
all young Americans to learn the historic facts about the world’s
major religions. Ten years later, in 1996, ASCD joined the U.S.
Secretary of Education and 20 educational, religious, and social
organizations to issue the Statement of Principles on Religious
Liberty, Public Education, and the Future of American Democracy. Subsequently, in 1998, ASCD and the First Amendment Center co-published Taking Religion Seriously Across the Curriculum, a
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book by Warren A. Nord and Charles C. Haynes written to help
educators understand and implement constitutionally appropriate approaches to religion in public schools.
PROMOTING E THICAL BEHAVIOR THROUGH
CHARACTER EDUCATION
During the 1980s, ASCD took an interest in the evolving discipline
of “moral education.” In 1987, the Association convened a Panel
on Moral Education, which published the report Moral Education
in the Life of the School. Shortly thereafter, Educational Leadership
took up the topic in its May 1998 issue, “Engaging Parents and the
Community in Schools.” It was the first of what would be several
issues highlighting relations between schools and parents and
addressing the school’s role in children’s moral development.
Just as the Association’s work on religion in the curriculum
led to explorations of moral education, by 1992 its work on moral
education led to discussions about what it means to “teach character.” In March of that year, ASCD teamed with Princeton Project 55 (a Princeton University alumni group) to cosponsor a
Wingspread conference examining character development in
schools. The Association based its participation on an ASCD resolution to further moral education. This conference had two lasting outcomes. As various groups assembled by ASCD examined
moral education, values education, and character education, they
came to believe that the term “character education” was most
descriptive. Within the next decade, character education became
the phrase of choice to describe this facet of education. The
March 1992 conference also led to ASCD’s becoming a charter
member of the Character Education Partnership, a national coalition promoting the development of civic virtue and moral character in youth.
PROMOTING SERVICE LEARNING FOR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
ASCD further illustrated its commitment to democracy by
embracing service learning as democratic pedagogy—a means to
encourage the development of an active and informed citizenry.
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In the late 1990s and early 2000s, ASCD produced various
resources on service learning, including books, articles, and a Professional Inquiry Kit.
The commitment to service learning intensified in 2000,
when ASCD Executive Director Gene R. Carter began a two-year
term on the National Commission on Service-Learning. This
commission, chaired by former astronaut and U.S. senator John
Glenn, released the report Learning In Deed: The Power of ServiceLearning for American Schools, which recommended that all students in U.S. schools participate in high-quality service learning
every year as an integral part of their education. Senator Glenn
presented these findings and recommendations to the Closing
General Session of the 2002 ASCD Annual Conference.
◆ ◆ ◆
Throughout its 60-year history, ASCD has exemplified its commitment to democratic principles through its internal governance and its work to advance U.S. First Amendment rights and
responsibilities and the civic mission of schools. This commitment, one of the Association’s defining priorities, will not wane
as ASCD moves through the 21st century.
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COMMITMENT TO TEACHING
AND LEARNING
ASCD programs educate members rather than just
train them. ASCD offers rich ideas—not for uncritical
acceptance on the basis of vigorous advocacy, political
pressures, or zealous marketing—but for discussion,
dispute, and decision.
O. L. DAVIS JR.
ASCD PRESIDENT, 1982–83

L

ongtime ASCD members and leaders have observed that
ASCD has had three focus areas in its history: improving the
quality of curriculum and teaching, cultivating leadership,
and promoting exemplary programs. Over the past 20 years,
ASCD’s work in each of these areas has been characterized by an
avoidance of any particular orthodoxy, a reliance on research,
and an emphasis on results. Since its founding, ASCD has supported professional development based on research in teaching
and learning.
THE THINKING SKILLS MOVEMENT
In 1983, reflecting members’ growing interest in improving the
quality of curriculum and teaching, ASCD’s Executive Council
called for an invitational conference on the teaching of thinking.
The resulting Thinking Skills Conference at the Wingspread Conference Center, Racine, Wisconsin (1984–85) was chaired by Stuart Rankin of the University of Michigan and attended by Arthur
L. Costa, John Barell, Robert Marzano, Carolyn S. Hughes (Chapman), Beau Fly Jones, Barbara Presseisen, Charles Suhor, and Ron
Brandt. It marked the beginning of the thinking skills movement.
In 1984, ASCD kicked off a sustained focus on the teaching
of thinking skills with two issues of Educational Leadership:
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“Thinking Skills in the Curriculum” and “When Teachers Tackle
Thinking Skills.” ASCD also launched a Thinking Skills Network,
chaired by John Barell of Montclair State College in New Jersey,
and ASCD President Carolyn S. Hughes (Chapman). The thinking
skills focus was also evident in Association publications. In 1985,
ASCD published Developing Minds, edited by Arthur L. Costa and
now in its third edition. John Barell’s 2003 book Developing More
Curious Minds is one of the most recent examples of ASCD’s continuing attention to teaching thinking skills.
ASCD kept pace with the evolution of the thinking skills
movement throughout the 1980s and 1990s. As scholars and educators expanded and elaborated on the concepts of teaching
thinking, the movement’s focus metamorphosed into treatments
of larger, related concepts like dimensions of learning, constructivism, and habits of mind. ASCD furthered educators’ exploration
of these concepts in books such as A Different Kind of Classroom:
Teaching with Dimensions of Learning (Marzano, 1992), In Search of
Understanding: The Case for Constructivist Classrooms (Brooks &
Brooks, 1993), and the four titles in the Habits of Mind series
(Costa & Kallick, 2000). These print products led to a variety of
related audio, video, and multimedia professional development
products, as well as on-site training opportunities. In the words of
Art Costa and Marcia Knoll, ASCD’s work in the thinking skills
area is grounded in the implicit belief “that meaning making is
not a spectator sport; that knowledge is a constructive process
rather than a finding; that knowledge is not content stored in
memory but that it is the activity of constructing it that gets
stored.”
MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES: GOING BEYOND “IQ”
During the 1980s, new concepts and tools emerged to help educators address the challenge of variability in students’ learning
rates, styles, and preferences. One of the most important grew out
of scholarship offering broader definitions of “IQ” than the typical intelligence test score of the psychometricians.
In 1983, Howard Gardner of Harvard University published
Frames of Mind, setting forth the concept of multiple intelligences.
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Gardner’s theoretical conFIG. 2.1
struct describes the varieties of
THE MULTIPLE
talents among students in catINTELLIGENCES
egories—the multiple intelliVerbal/linguistic
gences (see Figure 2.1). ASCD
Musical
quickly began to disseminate
information about multipleLogical/mathematical
intelligences theory along with
Visual/spatial
practical strategies for teaching
Bodily/kinesthetic
students in harmony with their
Interpersonal
favored “learning channels.”
Intrapersonal
Over the years, notable ASCD
Naturalist*
offerings on the topic have
included the award-winning
*Gardner added this eighth intelligence
Multiple Intelligences video series
after the first publication of Frames of
Mind (1983).
(Checkley, K., 1995), the September 1997 Educational Leadership (“Teaching for Multiple
Intelligences”), a Books-in-Action package (Hoerr, 2000) targeted
at study groups and school improvement teams, and the book
Multiple Intelligences in the Classroom (Armstrong, 1994).
As a natural corollary to the multiple intelligences, ASCD also
gave attention to concepts of emotional intelligence, featuring
Daniel Goleman, one of the foremost figures in the field, as a
speaker at the 1997 Annual Conference. ASCD helped members
understand—and apply—this important aspect of personality and
ability by producing a series of print and multimedia products,
including, in 2003, the online professional development (“PD
Online”) course, Multiple Intelligences.
BRAIN-BASED LEARNING: RESEARCH INTO PRACTICE
Over the past two decades, marvelous new technologies have
allowed neuroscientists and medical researchers an unprecedented window into the human brain. In the late 1980s, as brain
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research began reaching a wider audience, learning theorists and
educators became excited about the opportunity it offered to confirm or deny theoretical constructs about how human beings
learn, such as Piagetian thought, behaviorism, and constructivism.
ASCD was among the first education organizations to
embrace brain research’s potential application in the classroom.
This early awareness led to the October 1990 Educational Leadership with the theme “Learning Styles and the Brain.” The issue
was enthusiastically received, and a few years later, ASCD followed with the publication of Robert Sylwester’s A Celebration of
Neurons (1995).
When explaining the instructional applications of brain
research, ASCD knew that caution was in order; it is one thing to
record brain activity with Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
and quite another to derive classroom practices from MRI pictures. The Association also knew that exploring brain research
would not be the same as reporting successful programs from
schools and classrooms; it would require more than simply discovering, reporting, and interpreting instructional activities and
best practices from schools and classrooms.
To address the implications of brain research, ASCD went to
the experts. The array of neuroscientists ASCD staff consulted
included Steven Petersen of Washington University; Andrew
Meltzoff of the University of Washington; Guinevere Eden and
Tom Zeffiro of Georgetown University; Karen Wynn of Yale University; Brian Butterworth of University College, London; and
Sally Shaywitz of Yale University. ASCD also consulted scholars in
cognitive psychology and education such as Pat Wolfe, Marian
Diamond, Donna Ogle, and Robert Sylwester. This scrupulousness, a tribute to ASCD’s commitment to promoting teaching and
learning, has paid off in the quality of ASCD resources on the
brain. By 2004, the product line had expanded to include an
extensive video series, an array of practical and accessible print
materials, and several PD Online courses.
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